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Academic Performance and Ambience 

 To encourage and enhance subject knowledge of the faculties, the college provides 

maximum support to participate in seminars, Workshops, Conferences, FDP, 

Refreshers Course. etc. 

 The suggestion regarding the curriculum from faculties will be forwarded to the 

BOS of Mangalore University (Affiliated University) which shall contribute 

towards offering skill oriented, practically applicable knowledge through their 

curriculum. 

 To uplift the student-teacher’s interactions and develop organizing skills among 

the students, the college encourage in organizing extra-curricular activities in the 

campus. 

 On the basis feedback of improving skills in students, the programmes like Theatre 

workshop for all first year students were done, Various Health awareness 

programme to the students were conducted in association with NSS wing, Youth 

Red Cross and Mahila vedike,  

  Youth Red Cross wing had conducted an Annual Special Camp in Training skills 

for the Volunteers, including Disaster Management, First aid training, a talk on 

general hygiene and Awareness on Cancer Etc. 

 An outreach Programme to Government schools was carried to build up the 

communication and reach out the school students to improve the interest in the 

degree courses. IT Quiz Conducted to Students by Department of Computer 

Science which helps in building connection with students for the upcoming class. 

 New Machines to the Computer Lab, LCD- Projectors and Screen to classroom 

were provided to improve the Digital Learning as per the new academic syllabus. 

 Fees payment is upgraded to online mode. 

 To improve the students’ skills Aptitude test, Seminars, Group discussion related 

to current affairs were done as an add-on activity. 



 Use of Online teaching mode is effectively done during the Pandemic situation and 

for the sudden special holidays declared to keep the students engage in college 

activities. 

 Online “talent hunt” competitions were conducted to students to exhibit their 

talent. 

 “Aari work” a training to students in tailoring in association with VIRAT, for 

developing entrepreneurship development among students. 

 Inter-collegiate Cultural and academic fest “Digantha”, was conducted to the 

Students of various College.  

                                                                                  

 


